Amplification for listeners with steeply sloping, high-frequency hearing loss.
Two experiments were conducted to determine the effects of various upper cutoff frequencies on performance of listeners with steeply sloping, high-frequency hearing loss. The upper cutoff frequency of individually prescribed responses was systematically adjusted to 0.71, 1.79, and 6.0 kHz. Measures of nonsense syllable recognition and subjective ratings of speech intelligibility and speech quality were obtained at three overall gain settings for each frequency response. Experiment 1 assessed performance on tests in quiet and Experiment 2 assessed performance on tests in noise. Nonsense syllable recognition improved as the upper cutoff frequency increased, particularly for tests in noise. In contrast, the subjects gave significantly poorer quality ratings for the shaped response with the highest cutoff frequency (6.0 kHz). Few significant effects of cutoff frequency were found for ratings of intelligibility in either quiet or noise.